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Storm for the Living and the Dead - Charles Bukowski 2017-11-07
A timeless selection of some of Charles Bukowski’s best unpublished and uncollected poems Charles
Bukowski was a prolific writer who produced countless short stories, novels, and poems that have reached
beyond their time and place to speak to generations of readers all over the world. Many of his poems remain
little known since they appeared in small magazines but were never collected, and a large number of them
have yet to be published. In Storm for the Living and the Dead, Abel Debritto has curated a collection of rare
and never- before-seen material—poems from obscure, hard-to-find magazines, as well as from libraries and
private collections all over the country. In doing so, Debritto has captured the essence of Bukowski’s
inimitable poetic style—tough and hilarious but ringing with humanity. Storm for the Living and the Dead is a
gift for any devotee of the Dirty Old Man of American letters.
At Terror Street and Agony Way - King Mob 1999-10
This double CD features 130 minutes of the first-ever recordings of Charles Bukowski reading his own work.
Culled from tapes made by Bukowski at his Los Angeles home in 1968 for biographer and rock critic Barry
Miles, long before the author had begun regular public readings. Bukowski was so shy he insisted that he
record alone. He reads both poetry and prose, gets thoroughly drunk during the recording, and bitches about
his life, his landlord, and his neighbours.
Post Office - Charles Bukowski 2009
This legendary Henry Chinaski novel is now available in a newly repackaged trade paperback edition,
covering the period of the author's alter-ego from the mid-1950s to his resignation from the United States
Postal Service in 1969.
Hollywood - Charles Bukowski 2009-03-17
From iconic tortured artist/everyman Charles Bukowski, Hollywood is the fictionalization of his experience
adapting his novel Barfly into a movie by the same name. Henry Chinaski, Bukowski’s alter-ego, is pushed to
translate a semi-autobiographical book into a screenplay for John Pinchot. He reluctantly agrees, and is
thrust into the otherworld called Hollywood, with its parade of eccentric and maddening characters:
producers, artists, actors and actresses, film executives and journalists. In this world, the artistry of books
and film is lost to the dollar, and Chinaski struggles to keep his footing in the tangle of cons that comprise
movie making. Hollywood is Dirty Old Man Bukowski at his most lucid. It overflows with curses, sex, and
alcohol. And through it all, or from it all, Bukowski finds flashes of truth about the human condition.
War All the Time - Charles Bukowski 2009-03-17
“The Walt Whitman of Los Angeles.”—Joyce Carol Oates, bestselling author “He brought everybody down to
earth, even the angels.”—Leonard Cohen, songwriter War All the Time is a selection of poetry from the early
1980s. Charles Bukowski shows that he is still as pure as ever but he has evolved into a slightly happier man
that has found some fame and love. These poems show how he grapples with his past and future colliding.
Charles Bukowski - Howard Sounes 2007-12-01
“A lively portrait of American literature’s ‘Dirty Old Man’.” —Library Journal A former postman and long-term
alcoholic who did not become a full-time writer until middle age, Charles Bukowski was the author of
autobiographical novels that captured the low life—including Post Office, Factotum, and Women—and made

him a literary celebrity, with a major Hollywood film (Barfly) based on his life. Drawing on new interviews
with virtually all of Bukowski’s friends, family, and many lovers; unprecedented access to his private letters
and unpublished writing; and commentary from Norman Mailer, Allen Ginsberg, Sean Penn, Mickey Rourke,
Lawrence Ferlinghetti, R. Crumb, and Harry Dean Stanton, Howard Sounes has uncovered the extraordinary
true story of the Dirty Old Man of American literature. Illustrated with drawings by Bukowski and over sixty
photographs, Charles Bukowski is a must for Bukowski devotees and new readers alike. “Bukowski is one of
those writers people remember more for the legend than for the work . . . but, as Howard Sounes shows in
this exhaustively researched biography, it wasn’t the whole story.” —Los Angeles Times “Engaging . . . Adroit
. . . revealing.” —The New York Times Book Review “A must-read for anybody who is a fan of Bukowski’s
writing.” —The Globe and Mail (Toronto)
Shakespeare Never Did This - Charles Bukowski 2010-11-16
An account of Charles Bukowski's 1978 European trip. In 1978 Europe was new territory for Bukowski holding
the secrets of his own personal ancestry and origins. En route to his birthplace in Andernach, Germany, he is
trailed by celebrity-hunters and paparazzi, appears drunk on French television, blows a small fortune at a
Dusseldorf racetrack and stands in a Cologne Cathedral musing about life and death.
Hot Water Music - Charles Bukowski 2002-06-05
Stories deal with human sexuality, grief, the relationship between men and women, writers, death, drifters,
and family relations.
Ham On Rye - Charles Bukowski 2009-10-13
“Wordsworth, Whitman, William Carlos Williams, and the Beats in their respective generations moved poetry
toward a more natural language. Bukowski moved it a little farther.” –Los Angeles Times Book Review In
what is widely hailed as the best of his many novels, Charles Bukowski details the long, lonely years of his
own hardscrabble youth in the raw voice of alter ego Henry Chinaski. From a harrowingly cheerless childhood
in Germany through acne-riddled high school years and his adolescent discoveries of alcohol, woman, and
the Los Angeles Public Library's collection of D.H. Lawrence, Ham on Rye offers a crude, brutal, and savagely
funny portrait of an outcast's coming-of-age during the desperate days of the Great Depression.
Old Man, Goodbye - Louise Clements 2003
When nine-year-old Ernest and his father travel to New Hampshire to say goodbye to the stone formation
known as the Old Man of the Mountain, Ernest experiences the peace of the woods, listens to his father tell
Nathaniel Hawthorne's story of "The Great Stone Face," and has a mysterious encounter.
The Night Torn Mad With Footsteps - Charles Bukowski 2009-03-17
This collection of previously unpublished poems offers the author's take on squabbling neighbours, off-kilter
lovers, would-be hangers-on, and the loneliness of a man afflicted with acute powers of observation. The
tone is gritty and amusing, spiralling out towards a cock-eyed wisdom.
The Laughing Heart - Charles Bukowski 1996

Charles Bukowski - Barry Miles 2009-10-06
'Fear makes me a writer, fear and a lack of confidence' Charles Bukowski chronicled the seedy underside of
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the city in which he spent most of his life, Los Angeles. His heroes were the panhandlers and hustlers, the
drunks and the hookers, his beat the racetracks and strip joints and his inspiration a series of dead-end jobs
in warehouses, offices and factories. It was in the evenings that he would put on a classical record, open a
beer and begin to type... Brought up by a violent father, Bukowski suffered childhood beatings before
developing horrific acne and withdrawing into a moody adolescence. Much of his young life epitomised the
style of the Beat generation - riding Greyhound buses, bumming around and drinking himself into a stupor.
During his lifetime he published more than forty-five books of poetry and prose, including the novels Post
Office, Factotum, Women and Pulp. His novels sold millions of copies worldwide in dozens of languages. In
this definitive biography Barry Miles, celebrated author of Jack Kerouac: King of the Beats, turns his attention
to the exploits of this hard-drinking, belligerent wild man of literature.
Betting on the Muse - Charles Bukowski 2009-03-17
“The Walt Whitman of Los Angeles.”—Joyce Carol Oates, bestselling author “He brought everybody down to
earth, even the angels.”—Leonard Cohen, songwriter Betting on the Muse is a combination of hilarious
poetry and stories. Charles Bukowski writes about the real life of a working man and all that comes with it.
The Childhood of Jesus - J. M. Coetzee 2013-03-07
This is an extraordinary new fable from one of the world's greatest living novelists, two-time Booker Prize
winner and Nobel Laureate. David is a small boy who comes by boat across the ocean to a new country. He
has been separated from his parents, and has lost the piece of paper that would have explained everything.
On the boat a stranger named Simon takes it upon himself to look after the boy. On arrival they are assigned
new names, new birthdates. They know little Spanish, the language of their new country, and nothing about
its customs. They have also suffered a kind of forgetting of old attachments and feelings. They are people
without a past. Simon's goal is to find the boy's mother. He feels sure he will know her when he sees her. And
David? He wants to find his mother too but he also wants to understand where he is and how he fits in. He is
a boy who is always asking questions. The Childhood of Jesus is not like any other novel you have read. This
beautiful and surprising fable is about childhood, about destiny, about being an outsider. It is a novel about
the riddle of experience itself. J.M. Coetzee was the first author to win the Booker Prize twice and was
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2003. His work includes Waiting for the Barbarians, Life and Times
of Michael K, The Master of Petersburg, Disgrace and Diary of a Bad Year. He lives in Adelaide. 'Coetzee is a
master we scarcely deserve.' Age 'Coetzee gradually, with great intelligence and skill, brings to extraordinary
- possibly divine - life an ostensibly simple story.' Weekend Australian 'A theological and philosophical fable
of considerable brilliance, power and wit. Coetzee hasn't done anything as fine and beautifully executed as
this since Disgrace.' Canberra Times and Age '[A] quiet, haunting novel...Coetzee's calm, emblematic prose
lifts the plot into something redolent with metaphor and mystery...Any statement can become a symbol;
every event is suffused with potential revelation; something magical is always present and just out of
reach...It's a memorable accomplishment, turning the everyday into the almost everlasting.' Weekend Herald
(NZ) 'Double Booker Prize-winner Coetzee's fable has a dream-like, Kafkaesque quality. Are we in some kind
of heaven, purgatory or simply another staging post of existence? Clear answers are elusive, but this is a
riveting, thought-provoking read and surely Coetzee's best novel since Disgrace more than a decade ago.'
Daily Mail 'Written with all of Coetzee's penetrating rigour, it will be an early contender for an unprecedented
third Booker prize.' Observer 'The Childhood of Jesus represents a return to the allegorical mode that made
him famous...a Kafkaesque version of the nativity story...The Childhood of Jesus does ample justice to his
giant reputation: it's richly enigmatic, with regular flashes of Coetzee's piercing intelligence.' Guardian 'The
sense of calm, furthered by Coetzee's spare prose, is very unsettling...These are not the horrors of Waiting
for the Barbarians, this is the horror of banality.' Independent on Sunday
Cobweb Castle - Jan Wahl 2014
Flemming Flinders, a dapper greengrocer more often engrossed in a book than attuned to his turnips,
dreams of adventure, fame, and fortune. When the wide-eyed Mr. Flinders finally sets out with high hopes, he
finds himself living one of his fairy tales. But everyone he encounters the wart-nosed Drukamella, the
beautiful young Ingaborg, and the talking crow with his nemesis, Signor Monteverdi is surely not. In Cobweb
Castle, author Jan Wahl and illustrator Edward Gorey whisk readers along to watch Flemming bumble through
the brambles of reality, illustrating the extent to which our imaginations can take us. Wahl's prose keeps

readers privy as the adventure becomes more frenetic, but the fantasy ends nearly as it started with a swift
bonk on the head. Fleming returns to his shop, dreaming.
On Cats - Charles Bukowski 2015-12-01
A raw and tenderly funny look at the human-cat relationship, from one of our most treasured and
transgressive writers. “The cat is the beautiful devil.” Felines touched a vulnerable spot in Charles
Bukowski’s crusty soul. For the writer, there was something majestic and elemental about these inscrutable
creatures he admired, sentient beings whose searing gaze could penetrate deep into our being. Bukowski
considered cats to be unique forces of nature, elusive emissaries of beauty and love. On Cats offers
Bukowski’s musings on these beloved animals and their toughness and resiliency. He honors them as
fighters, hunters, survivors who command awe and respect as they grip tightly onto the world around them:
“A cat is only ITSELF, representative of the strong forces of life that won’t let go.” Funny, moving, tough, and
caring, On Cats brings together the acclaimed writer’s reflections on these animals he so admired.
Bukowski’s cats are fierce and demanding—he captures them stalking their prey; crawling across his
typewritten pages; waking him up with claws across the face. But they are also affectionate and giving,
sources of inspiration and gentle, insistent care. Poignant yet free of treacle, On Cats is an illuminating
portrait of this one-of-a-kind artist and his unique view of the world, witnessed through his relationship with
the animals he considered his most profound teachers.
The Days Run Away Like Wild Horses - Charles Bukowski 1969
A collection of poems by contemporary American writer Charles Bukowski.
Notes on a Dirty Old Man. Charles Bukowski von A bis Z. - Frank Schäfer 2020

More Notes of a Dirty Old Man - Charles Bukowski 2011-09
"He loads his head full of coal and diamonds shoot out of his finger tips. What a trick. The mole genius has
left us with another digest. It's a full house--read 'em and weep."--Tom Waits After toiling in obscurity for
years, Charles Bukowski suddenly found fame in 1967 with his autobiographical newspaper column, "Notes
of a Dirty Old Man," and a book of that name in 1969. He continued writing this column, in one form or
another, through the mid-1980s. More Notes of a Dirty Old Man gathers many uncollected gems from the
column's twenty-year run. Drawn from ephemeral underground publications, these stories and essays
haven't been seen in decades, making More a valuable addition to Bukowski's oeuvre. Filled with his usual
obsessions--sex, booze, gambling--More features Bukowski's offbeat insights into politics and literature, his
tortured, violent relationships with women, and his lurid escapades on the poetry reading circuit. Highlighting
his versatility, the book ranges from thinly veiled autobiography to purely fictional tales of dysfunctional
suburbanites, disgraced politicians, and down-and-out sports promoters, climaxing with a long, hilarious
adventure among French filmmakers, "My Friend the Gambler," based on his experiences making the movie
Barfly. From his lowly days at the post office through his later literary fame, More follows the entire arc of
Bukowski's colorful career. Edited by Bukowski scholar David Stephen Calonne, More Notes of a Dirty Old
Man features an afterword outlining the history of the column and its effect on the author's creative
development. Born in Andernach, Germany in 1920, Charles Bukowski came to California at age three and
spent most of his life in Los Angeles. He died in San Pedro, California, on March 9, 1994.
The Son - Philipp Meyer 2013-07-18
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER NOW A MAJOR TV SERIES starring Pierce Brosnan and co-written by
Philipp Meyer The critically acclaimed, New York Times-bestselling epic, a saga of land, blood and power,
follows the rise of one unforgettable Texas family from the Comanche raids of the 1800s to the oil booms of
the 20th century. Eli McCullough is just twelve years old when a marauding band of Comanche storm his
Texas homestead, brutally murder his mother and sister and take him captive. Despite their torture and
cruelty, Eli - against all odds - adapts to life with the Comanche, learning their ways and language, taking on
a new name, finding a place as the adopted son of the band's chief and fighting their wars against not only
other Indians but white men too, which complicates his sense of loyalty, his promised vengeance and his
very understanding of self. But when disease, starvation and westward expansion finally decimate the
Comanche, Eli is left alone in a world in which he belongs nowhere, neither white nor Indian, civilized nor
fully wild. Deftly interweaving Eli’s story with those of his son Peter and his great-granddaughter JA, The Son
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maps the legacy of Eli’s ruthlessness, his drive to power and his lifelong status as an outsider, even as the
McCullough family rises to become one of the richest in Texas, a ranching and oil dynasty that is as resilient
and dangerous as the land they claim. Yet, like all empires, the McCulloughs must eventually face the
consequences of their choices. Panoramic, deeply evocative and utterly transporting, The Son is a
masterpiece American novel - part epic of Texas, part classic coming-of-age story - that combines the
narrative prowess of Larry McMurtry with the knife-edge sharpness of Cormac McCarthy. 'Stunning ... a book
that for once really does deserve to be called a masterpiece' Kate Atkinson 'Magnificent ... McCarthy's Border
Trilogy is a point of reference, as is There Will Be Blood, but it is not fanciful to be reminded of certain
passages from Moby-Dick - it's that good'The Times 'Brilliant ... a wonderful novel' Lionel Shriver
Hank - Neeli Cherkovski 1991

Portions From a Wine-Stained Notebook - Charles Bukowski 2008-09
Essential uncollected work from one of the most infamous and provocative contemporary American writers.
The People Look Like Flowers At Last - Charles Bukowski 2008-01-08
the gas line is leaking, the bird is gone from the cage, the skyline is dotted with vultures; Benny finally got off
the stuff and Betty now has a job as a waitress; and the chimney sweep was quite delicate as he giggled up
through the soot. I walked miles through the city and recognized nothing as a giant claw ate at my stomach
while the inside of my head felt airy as if I was about to go mad. it’s not so much that nothing means
anything but more that it keeps meaning nothing, there’s no release, just gurus and self- appointed gods and
hucksters. the more people say, the less there is to say. even the best books are dry sawdust. —from
"fingernails; nostrils; shoelaces"
Absence of the Hero - Charles Bukowski 2010-04-01
Everyone’s favorite Dirty Old Man returns with a new volume of uncollected work. Charles Bukowski
(1920–1994), one of the most outrageous figures of twentieth-century American literature, was so prolific
that many significant pieces never found their way into his books. Absence of the Hero contains much of his
earliest fiction, unseen in decades, as well as a number of previously unpublished stories and essays. The
classic Bukowskian obsessions are here: sex, booze, and gambling, along with trenchant analysis of what he
calls "Playing and Being the Pet." Among the book's highlights are tales of his infamous public readings ("The
Big Dope Reading," "I Just Write Poetry So I Can Go to Bed with Girls"); a review of his own first book;
hilarious installments of his newspaper column, Notes of a Dirty Old Man, including meditations on neo-Nazis
and driving in Los Angeles; and an uncharacteristic tale of getting lost in the Utah woods ("Bukowski Takes a
Trip"). Yet the book also showcases the other Bukowski-an astute if offbeat literary critic. From his own
"Manifesto" to his account of poetry in Los Angeles ("A Foreword to These Poets") to idiosyncratic evaluations
of Allen Ginsberg, Robert Creeley, LeRoi Jones, and Louis Zukofsky, Absence of the Hero reveals the
intellectual hidden beneath the gruff exterior. Our second volume of his uncollected prose, Absence of the
Hero is a major addition to the Bukowski canon, essential for fans, yet suitable for new readers as an
introduction to the wide range of his work. "He loads his head full of coal and diamonds shoot out of his
finger tips. What a trick. The mole genius has left us with another digest. It's a full house--read 'em and
weep."—Tom Waits "This second volume of Bukowski's uncollected stories and essays offers all that
Bukowski is known for—wry obscenity, smutty wisdom, seeming ramblings whose hidden smarts catch you
unaware--but in addition there are moments here in which he takes off the mask and strips away the
bravado to show himself at his most vulnerable and human. A must for Bukowski aficionados."—Brian
Evenson, author of Last Days and The Open Curtain "Like a brass-rail Existentialist or a skid-row
Transcendentalist, [Bukowski] is candid, unblinking, leaving it to his readers to cast their own judgment
about his mishaps, his drinking, his sexual appetite or his own pessimism. He is Ralph Waldo Emerson as a
Dirty Old Man, not lounging in the grape-arbor of Concord, Massachusetts, but bent-over a table in an L.A.
flophouse scribbling in pencil to the strains of Sibelius."—Paul Maher Jr., Phawker "[Bukowski] could be
generous and mean-spirited, heroic and defensive, spot-on and slanted, but he became the world-class
writer he had set out to be; he has joined the permanent anti-canon or shadow-canon whose denizens had
shown him the way. Today the frequent allusions to him in both popular and mainstream culture tend more
to respect than mockery. If scholarship has lagged, this book would indicate that this situation is

changing."—Gerald Locklin, Resources for American Literary Study "The pieces range over nearly half a
century, and include a story about a baseball player seized by a sudden bout of existential paralysis, along
with early, graphically sexual (and masterfully comic) stories published in such smut mags as Candid
Press."—Penthouse "An absolute must for fans of Charles Bukowski's work, Absence of a Hero is also a
welcome addition to public and college library literary studies shelves."—Midwest Book Review
Notes of a Dirty Old Man - Charles Bukowski 2013-06-15
A compilation of Charles Bukowski's underground articles from his column "Notes of a Dirty Old Man"
appears here in book form. Bukowski's reasoning for self-describing himself as a 'dirty old man' rings true in
this book. "People come to my door—too many of them really—and knock to tell me Notes of a Dirty Old Man
turns them on. A bum off the road brings in a gypsy and his wife and we talk . . . . drink half the night. A long
distance operator from Newburgh, N.Y. sends me money. She wants me to give up drinking beer and to eat
well. I hear from a madman who calls himself 'King Arthur' and lives on Vine Street in Hollywood and wants
to help me write my column. A doctor comes to my door: 'I read your column and think I can help you. I used
to be a psychiatrist.' I send him away . . ." "Bukowski writes like a latter-day Celine, a wise fool talking
straight from the gut about the futility and beauty of life . . ." —Publishers Weekly "These disjointed stories
gives us a glimpse into the brilliant and highly disturbed mind of a man who will drink anything, hump
anything and say anything without the slightest tinge of embarassment, shame or remorse. It's actually
pretty hard not to like the guy after reading a few of these semi-ranting short stories." —Greg Davidson,
curiculummag.com Charles Bukowski was born in Andernach, Germany on August 16, 1920, the only child of
an American soldier and a German mother. Bukowski published his first story when he was twenty-four and
began writing poetry at the age of thirty-five. His first book of poetry was published in 1959; he went on to
publish more than forty-five books of poetry and prose, including Pulp (Black Sparrow, 1994), Screams from
the Balcony: Selected Letters 1960-1970 (1993), and The Last Night of the Earth Poems (1992). Other
Bukowski books published by City Lights Publishers include More Notes of a Dirty Old Man, The Most
Beautiful Woman in Town, Tales of Ordinary Madness, Portions from a Wine-Stained Notebook, and Absence
of the Hero. He died of leukemia in San Pedro on March 9, 1994.
Bring Me Your Love - Charles Bukowski 2002-05-31
Fifteen pages of story and illustrations.
Erections, Ejaculations, Exhibitions and General Tales of Ordinary Madness - Charles Bukowski 1979

Skull Juices - Douglas Blazek 1970

Slouching Toward Nirvana - Charles Bukowski 2009-10-06
in this place there are the dead, the deadly and the dying. there is the cross, the builders of the cross and
the burners of the cross. the pattern of my life forms like a cheap shadow on the wall before me. my love
what is left of it now must crawl to wherever it can crawl. the strongest know that death is final and the
happiest are those gifted with the shortest journey.
On Writing - Charles Bukowski 2015-07-28
Sharp and moving reflections and ruminations on the artistry and craft of writing from one of our most
iconoclastic, riveting, and celebrated masters. Charles Bukowski’s stories, poems, and novels have left an
enduring mark on our culture. In this collection of correspondence—letters to publishers, editors, friends, and
fellow writers—the writer shares his insights on the art of creation. On Writing reveals an artist brutally frank
about the drudgery of work and canny and uncompromising about the absurdities of life—and of art. It
illuminates the hard-edged, complex humanity of a true American legend and counterculture icon—the
“laureate of American lowlife” (Time)—who stoically recorded society’s downtrodden and depraved. It
exposes an artist grounded in the visceral, whose work reverberates with his central ideal: “Don't try.”
Piercing, poignant, and often hilarious, On Writing is filled not only with memorable lines but also with
Bukowski’s trademark toughness, leavened with moments of grace, pathos, and intimacy.
The Bell Tolls for No One - Charles Bukowski 2015
From the self-illustrated, unpublished work written in 1947 to hardboiled contributions to 1980s adult
magazines, The Bells Tolls for No One presents the entire range of Bukowski's talent as a short story writer,
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from straight-up genre stories to postmodern blurring of fact and fiction. An informative introduction by
editor David Stephen Calonne provides historical context for these seemingly scandalous and chaotic tales,
revealing the hidden hand of the master at the top of his form. "The uncollected gutbucket ramblings of the
grand dirty old man of Los Angeles letters have been gathered in this characteristically filthy, funny
compilation ... Bukowkski's gift was a sense for the raunchy absurdity of life, his writing a grumble that might
turn into a belly laugh or a racking cough but that always throbbed with vital energy."--Kirkus Reviews Born
in Andernach, Germany, and raised in Los Angeles, Charles Bukowski published his first story when he was
twenty-four and began writing poetry at the age of thirty-five. His first book of poetry was published in 1959;
he would eventually publish more than forty-five books of poetry and prose. He died of leukemia in San
Pedro, California on March 9, 1994. David Stephen Calonne is the author of several books and has edited
three previous collections of the uncollected work of Charles Bukowski for City Lights: Absence of the Hero,
Portions from a Wine-Stained Notebook, and More Notes of a Dirty Old Man.
On Drinking - Charles Bukowski 2019-02-12
The definitive collection of works on a subject that inspired and haunted Charles Bukowski for his entire life:
alcohol Charles Bukowski turns to the bottle in this revelatory collection of poetry and prose that includes
some of the writer’s best and most lasting work. A self-proclaimed “dirty old man,” Bukowski used alcohol as
muse and as fuel, a conflicted relationship responsible for some of his darkest moments as well as some of
his most joyful and inspired. In On Drinking, Bukowski expert Abel Debritto has collected the writer’s most
profound, funny, and memorable work on his ups and downs with the hard stuff—a topic that allowed
Bukowski to explore some of life’s most pressing questions. Through drink, Bukowski is able to be alone, to
be with people, to be a poet, a lover, and a friend—though often at great cost. As Bukowski writes in a poem
simply titled “Drinking,”: “for me/it was or/is/a manner of/dying/with boots on/and gun/smoking and
a/symphony music background.” On Drinking is a powerful testament to the pleasures and miseries of a life
in drink, and a window into the soul of one of our most beloved and enduring writers.
Sunlight Here I Am - Charles Bukowski 2003
These interviews and encounters document Charles Bukowski's long rise to world renown, beginning in 1963
and ending seven months before his death in 1993.
Tales of Ordinary Madness - Charles Bukowski 2013-06-15
Exceptional stories that come pounding out of Bukowski's violent and depraved life. Horrible and holy, you
cannot read them and ever come away the same again. This collection of stories was once part of the 1972
City Lights classic, Erections, Ejaculations, Exhibitions and General Tales of Ordinary Madness. That book was
later split into two volumes and republished: The Most Beautiful Woman in Town and, this book, Tales of
Ordinary Madness. With Bukowski, the votes are still coming in. There seems to be no middle
ground—people seem either to love him or hate him. Tales of his own life and doings are as wild and weird as
the very stories he writes. In a sense, Bukowski was a legend in his time, a madman, a recluse, a lover;
tender, vicious; never the same. "Bukowski … a professional disturber of the peace … laureate of Los
Angeles netherworld [writes with] crazy romantic insistence that losers are less phony than winners, and with
an angry compassion for the lost."—Jack Kroll, Newsweek "Bukowski’s works are extraordinarily vivid and
often bitterly funny observations of people living on the very edge of oblivion. His poetry, in all its glorious
simplicity, was accessible the way poetry seldom is a testament to his genius."—Nick Burton, PIF Magazine
Post Office - Charles Bukowski 2009-10-13
Charles Bukowski’s classic roman à clef, Post Office, captures the despair, drudgery, and happy dissolution of
his alter ego, Henry Chinaski, as he enters middle age. Post Office is an account of Bukowski alter-ego Henry
Chinaski. It covers the period of Chinaski’s life from the mid-1950s to his resignation from the United States

Postal Service in 1969, interrupted only by a brief hiatus during which he supported himself by gambling at
horse races. “The Walt Whitman of Los Angeles.”—Joyce Carol Oates “He brought everybody down to earth,
even the angels.”—Leonard Cohen, songwriter
The Lords and The New Creatures - Jim Morrison 2030-12-31
Intense, erotic, and enigmatic, Jim Morrison's persona is as riveting now as the lead singer/composer "Lizard
King" was during The Doors' peak in the late sixties. His fast life and mysterious death remain controversial
more than twenty years later. The Lords and the New Creatures, Morrison's first published volume of poetry,
is an uninhibited exploration of society's dark side -- drugs, sex, fame, and death -- captured in sensual,
seething images. Here, Morrison gives a revealing glimpse at an era and at the man whose songs and
savage performances have left their indelible impression on our culture.
The Mathematics of the Breath and the Way - Charles Bukowski 2018-06-12
“Genius could be the ability to say a profound thing in a simple way, or even to say a simple thing in a
simpler way.”—Charles Bukowski In The Mathematics of the Breath and the Way, Charles Bukowski considers
the art of writing, and the art of living as a writer. Bringing together a variety of previously uncollected
stories, columns, reviews, introductions, and interviews, this book finds him approaching the dynamics of his
chosen profession with cynical aplomb, deflating pretensions and tearing down idols armed with only a
typewriter and a bottle of beer. Beginning with the title piece—a serious manifesto disguised as off-handed
remarks en route to the racetrack—The Mathematics of the Breath and the Way runs through numerous tales
following the author’s adventures at poetry readings, parties, film sets, and bars, and also features an
unprecedented gathering of Bukowski’s singular literary criticism. From classic authors like Hemingway to
underground legends like d.a. levy to his own stable of obscure favorites, Bukowski uses each occasion to
expound on the larger issues around literary production. The book closes with a handful of interviews in
which he discusses his writing practices and his influences, making this a perfect guide to the man behind
the myth and the disciplined artist behind the boozing brawler. Born in Andernach, Germany, and raised in
Los Angeles, Charles Bukowski (1920–1994) is the author of over forty-five books of poetry and prose. David
Stephen Calonne has written several books and edited four previous volumes of uncollected Bukowski for
City Lights.
Essential Bukowski - Charles Bukowski 2016-10-25
Edited by Abel Debritto, the definitive collection of poems from an influential writer whose transgressive
legacy and raw, funny, and acutely observant writing has left an enduring mark on modern culture. Few
writers have so brilliantly and poignantly conjured the desperation and absurdity of ordinary life as Charles
Bukowski. Resonant with his powerful, perceptive voice, his visceral, hilarious, and transcendent poetry
speaks to us as forcefully today as when it was written. Encompassing a wide range of subjects—from love to
death and sex to writing—Bukowski’s unvarnished and self-deprecating verse illuminates the deepest and
most enduring concerns of the human condition while remaining sharply aware of the day to day. With his
acute eye for the ridiculous and the troubled, Bukowski speaks to the deepest longings and strangest
predilections of the human experience. Gloomy yet hopeful, this is tough, unrelenting poetry touched by
grace. This is Essential Bukowski.
The Continual Condition - Charles Bukowski 2010-10-05
In the literary pantheon, Charles Bukowski remains a counterculture luminary. A hard-drinking wild man of
literature and a stubborn outsider to the poetry world, he has struck a chord with generations of readers,
writing raw, tough poetry about booze, work, and women in an authentic voice that is, like the work of the
Beats, iconoclastic and even dangerous. Edited by his longtime publisher, John Martin, of Black Sparrow
Press, and now in paperback, The Continual Condition includes more of this legend’s never-before-collected
poems.


